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eternal and is lightened by the presence

of God the Father. It is doubtful whether

the children of mortality on other worlds,

will ever behold the light of this earth,

after it is made eternal, unless they hap-

pen to catch a glimpse of it by vision. God

dwells in a world of light too glorious for

mortal eyes to behold, unless aided by

the Spirit of the living God.

Let me say a few words on these dif-

ferent worlds of which I have spoken.

They are stretched out in the immen-

sity of space, are infinite in every direc-

tion, and they are inhabited. I doubt

very much, whether any of these worlds

are celestial. I do not think we could

behold them, unless by vision, if they

were celestial. They are worlds in var-

ious stages of progression, some more

glorious than others, inhabited by be-

ings prepared to dwell upon them, be-

ings who are the sons and daughters of

God, or the sons and daughters of his

children. If God is our Father, and we

become like him, we may have our at-

tributes greatly enlarged, sufficiently to

prepare us to occupy a greater sphere of

existence, to become rulers and creators

under the command of God, being one

with him, as the Father and the Son are

one, to carry out his law and eternal pur-

poses. Not only are present worlds ex-

isting, but worlds without number have

existed from all ages of eternity, in their

various stages of progress from the infi-

nite duration of the past, and are peo-

pled by the children of God—his own

offspring, or the offspring of those who

have become Gods. Besides, these worlds

will exist forever, and there still remains

no end, as it were, to the materials

which will yet be organized into worlds,

for the materials are infinite in quan-

tity; they cannot be exhausted. And

do these worlds communicate one with

another? Why not; is the Lord limited in

the process of communication? We find

that man, poor, weak, fallen man, is now

able to communicate from one end of the

world, on which we live, to the other; and

why not immortal beings communicate

from world to world. If they were lim-

ited, then they would partake more of

the nature of mortality. But they are not

limited in their communications. There

is a faculty in mankind which, when

lighted up by the Spirit of God, cannot

only pierce in vision through millions of

miles of space, but can also hear through

millions of miles of space. Indeed, the

progress of man, in this the nineteenth

century, shows to us, in a very forcible

manner, what may be hereafter in our

more perfect state. What a wonder-

ful thing it was to the whole world, a

few years since, to communicate their

thoughts, by the means of electric wires,

sending them from city to city, from state

to state, and then across the great ocean

to foreign countries, and that too almost

momentarily! If people had been told

some fifty years ago that such wonder-

ful developments would take place, in so

short a time, they would have laughed

at and even derided the idea; but now it

is an accomplished fact. Who, some two

years ago, would have supposed that the

senses of the ear could have been awak-

ened by sounds transmitted some hun-

dreds of miles distant? And yet this is

now done by the aid of the telephone;

and although the discovery is yet only

in its infancy, the human voice is heard

distinctly, and readily recognized at that

distance.

Now, supposing we were immortal

beings, and we stood upon one ce-

lestial world, away in a distant part

of space, and others dwelling upon

another celestial world innumerable


